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INTRODUCTION 
For a left module M over a ring A denote the centralizer and the double 
centralizer by B and C, respectively. Then we have the canonical ring 
homomorphism a of A into C and this makes C an A-module. When o is 
surjective, M is called balanced and a ring A is called left balanced provided 
that all left A-modules are balanced. Following K. Morita [l l] M is said to 
satisfy F,-condition (or to be of type Fh), if cHom,(,Cc, AMB) s .M, . 
We shall call a ring A left Fh , if all left A-modules satisfy F,-condition. 
Balanced condition and F,-condition for right modules, so right balanced 
rings and right F,-rings are defined in similar fashions. In [I I] and [15] 
Morita and Suzuki proved that the balanced condition for faithful modules 
was equivalent to a conjunction of dominant dimension condition and Fh- 
condition, and in a preceding paper [17] we have pointed out that some 
interesting properties of balanced modules were valid for modules of type Fh . 
This paper is a continuation of [17] and devotes to further investigations of 
the ideal-theoretic structure of F,-rings. 
Recently, V. Dlab and C. M. Ringel have determined the structure of left 
balanced rings, and from their Lecture Notes [4] and Camillo-Fuller [2] 
we can pick up the following interesting results: 
(a) Left balanced rings are right balanced. 
(b) A balanced ring is Morita equivalent to a direct sum of local rings. 
(c) A balanced algebra over a field is uniserial. 
(d) Nonuniserial balanced rings (called exceptional rings) have square- 
zero (Jacobson) radicals. 
* A part of the results of this paper were announced by the first author at Algebra 
Symposium, Carleton University, March, 1972. 
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(e) Each indecomposable left module over a balanced ring is local or 
colocal (i.e., has the unique maximal submodule or the unique minimal 
submodule respectively). 
In contrast with the above we can state our corresponding results (a’)-(e’) 
of this paper: 
(a’) Left Fh-rings are not necessarily right Fh . 
(b’) An Artinian F,-ring is Morita equivalent to a direct sum of local 
rings and serial rings. 
Here an Artinian ring is said to be left serial, if for each primitive left ideal 
the lattice of submodules with respect to the inclusion is linearly ordered, and 
left and right serial rings are called serial. That is, a serial ring is same as a 
generalized uniserial ring in the sense of Nakayama. 
(c’) An F,-algebra over a field is not necessarily uniserial. 
(d’) Nonuniserial F,-algebras over an algebraically closed field have 
square-zero radicals. But they are serial rings. 
(e’) Each indecomposable left module over an algebra of left Fh over 
an algebraically closed field is colocal. 
In (a), (a’); (b), (b’); (4, (4, h d’fi t e 1 erences between balanced rings and 
F,-rings appear. On the contrary, it seems that (d’) has the similarity with (d), 
even though the F,-rings in (d’) are algebras over an algebraically closed field. 
Further, (e’) implies that F,-algebras over algebraically closed fields are of 
bounded representation type. 
It is most interesting that the class of serial rings with square-zero radicals 
belongs to the class of F,-rings, though it does not belong to the class of 
balanced rings. In Section 1 we prove this fact from which (c’) follows 
immediately. 
Section 2 devotes the proof of results (b’) and then an example as stated 
in (a’) is given. 
In Section 3 we show that a serial ring is Fh if and only if it has the square- 
zero radical or is uniserial. This result is closely connected with the proof 
of (d’). 
The complete characterization of left Fh-algebras is obtained in Section 4. 
Fuller proved in [5] that a serial QF-1 algebra with the exponent of radical 
larger than the number of orthogonal primitive idempotents is quasi- 
Frobenius. However, from this characterization, we know that the same fact 
does not hold for left serial QF-1 algebras. 
Throughout this paper A denotes a ring with an identity, N the radical 
of A. All A-modules are unital and for any A-module iVl, &f(n) means a direct 
sum of n-copies of n/l. Moreover, for two A-modules &Z, M’, T(M, M’) 
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stands for the sum of the images of A-homomorphisms of M to M’ and 
K(M’, M) the intersection of the kernel of every A-homomorphism from M’ 
to M. M is said to generate (resp. cogenerate) M’ in case of T(M, M’) = M’ 
(resp. K(M’, M) = 0). 
1. NON-BALANCED Fh-R1~~s 
A left A-module is said to be finitely cogenerating if there are a finite 
number of elements ff E Hom,(A, M), 1 < i < 12 such that 
K(A, M) = h Kerft . 
i-l 
At first, we shall prove 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let W and V be left A-modules. If W is jinitely cogenerating 
injective and cogenerates V, then M = W @ V is of type Fh . 
Proof, Let C (resp. D) be the double centralizer of .M(resp. IW) and 
u (resp. 7) the canonical ring homomorphism of A into C (resp. 0). Then, as 
was pointed by Fuller [6], there exists a ring monomorphism X of C into D 
which makes the following diagram commutative: 
On the other hand, 
(*) Hom,(C/a(A), M) s Hom,(C/u(A), W) 0 Hom,(C/a(A), Vand 
since the sequence: 
0 + C/a(A) -+ D/7(A) 
is exact and A W is injective, 
0 t Hom,(C/a(A), W) + Hom,(D/r(A), w) 
is exact. Further, Hom,(C/u(A), V) c-+ n, Hom,(C/u(A), W) for some 
index set A, because W cogenerates V. Now, A W is of type Fh from [lo, 
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Theorem 2.31, so Hom,(D/T(A), IV) = 0 by [lo, Lemma 2.11. It follows 
that Hom,(C/a(A), W) = 0 and Hom,(C/o(A), V) = 0. Therefore 
Hom,(C/a(A), M) = 0 
in view of (*), i.e., ,M is of type Fh . 
Serial rings are not necessarily Morita equivalent to direct sums of local 
rings. Hence, by (b) in the introduction, we know that next Theorem provides 
examples of F,-rings which are not balanced. 
We note here that A = nuen A (product of rings A,) is left Fh if and only 
if each A, is so and A is finite. The finiteness of A was shown in [17, Proposi- 
tion I] and the other is easily proved. 
THEOREM 1.2. A serial ring with square-zero radical is left and right Fh . 
Proof. Let A be a serial ring with N2 = 0. Then as any factor ring of A 
is serial and the square of its radical is also zero, it suffices to show that every 
faithful left (or right) A-module is of type Fh . Moreover, since F,-condition 
is Morita invariant (cf. Morita [12, Theorem 9.6]), we may assume that A is 
basic and two sided indecomposable as was noted above. 
By [S, Satz 51 A has Kupisch series Ae, ,..., Ae, in such a manner that 
(1) A = Ae, @ *.. @ Ae, ; 
(2) AeK/NeK G Ne,+,(K = l,..., 1z - l), and Ae,/Ne, g Ne, if Ne, # 0; 
(3) The composition length of Ae, (K > 2) is equal to 2. 
Now, if Ne, # 0, A is quasi-Frobenius and every faithful A-module is 
balanced and hence of type Fh . Therefore it remains to prove the case Ne, = 0. 
In this case U = Ae, @ ... @ Ae, is the unique minimal faithful IeftA-module 
in the sense of Thrall [ 181 and finitely cogenerating injective. Hence A U is of 
type Fh . However it is well known that every indecomposable left A-module is 
homomorphic to one of Ae, (K = l,..., n) and any left A-module is a direct 
sum of those indecomposables. (cf. [13, Theorem 171). Therefore all left 
indecomposables except Ae,/Ne, are monomorphic to AU. On the other hand, 
every faithful left A-module has a direct summand isomorphic to AU, so 
for any faithful left A-module .M there exist indecomposables {V, ; 01 E A> 
such that M s U @ [ @,,nV]. If none of (V,} is isomorphic to Ae,/Ne, , 
aM is of type Fh by Lemma 1.1. Furthermore if there is V, isomorphic to 
Ae,/Ne, among {I’, ; 01 E A}, M E U @ V @ [@aEr V,] for some subset 
r of A where {Va ; /3 E r) are indecomposable left A-modules and none of 
V, , /3 E r is isomorphic to Ae,/Ne, and V is a direct sum of copies 
of Ae,/Ne, . Then since Ae,/Ne, is (Z-) injective by [5, Theorem 2.51, 
U @ V is also injective and hence .M is of type E;, again by Lemma 1.1. 
A serial ring is symmetric for left and right. Therefore A is also right Fh . 
This completes the proof. 
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2. LEFT Fh-RINGS WHICH ARE NOT RIGHT Fh 
Being different from the case of balanced rings, left F,-rings are not 
necessarily right Fh . The main purpose of this section is to show the existence 
of such rings. For this it needs to prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an F,-ring. If A is two sided indecomposable and 
basic, then it is either serial or local. 
A is serial or local if and only if so is A/N2. Hence without loss of generality, 
we can assume N2 = 0. 
Before proving Theorem 2.1, we shall prove next two Propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a left F,-ring with the square-zero radical, and 
have mutually orthogonal, nonisomorphic primitive idempotents e, and e2 such 
that 1 = e, + e2 . If aNe, is homogeneous and e2Ne, # 0, then .Ne, and 
e,N, are both simple. 
Proof. Ne, is clearly a two sided ideal and every factor ring of A is left Fh . 
Hence we may assume Ne, = 0 and AAe2 is simple. 
Then Jk’ = (Ae, @ AeJ(0, Ne,) is a faithful left A-module where 
(0, Ne,) = ((0, x) E Ae, @ Ae, ; x E Ne,}. For any j3 E B = End(,kQ” we 
have b E End(,Ae, 0 Ae,) such that the following diagram is commutative: 
Ae, @ Ae, A Ae, @ Ae, 
where 7 is the canonical epimorphism. 
Since (0, Ne,) is the stabilizer of fl and e,Ae, is a division ring, in the 
matrix representation: 
of p, b,, must be zero. Here B is not uniquely determined by /3 but its diagonal 
matrices (‘;1 bzJ correspond monomorphically to a subring B, of B. In fact, 
B, is a ring direct product of two copies of e,Ae, and operates naturally on 
Ae, @ Ae, from the right. At the same time, (0, Ne,) is right B,-submodule 
of Ae, @ Ae, . 
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Let x1(= e,) and xi E e,Ae, (i = 2,..., n) be free e,Ae,-basis of Ae, . 
C = End(M,) _C End(MsJ, so y E C has a matrix representation: 
It holds that 
where /\r ,..., An ; p1 ,..., pn E e,Ae, . Then, since (0, Ne,) is the stabilizer 
of 7, bri = 0 if i 3 2. 
For xe, and yer E Ae, , denote by [xer , ye,] the element m in 
M = (A6 0 Aed/(Q Ne,) 
which contains (xer , yer) as a representative. Then we have an equation: 
r(mPl = (ymP for B E B such that [xer , yeI]/3 = [0, xei]. Hence we obtain 
Uli = bli (i = 1, 2,***, ?Z). (2) 
Let yi (i 3 2) be the projection of (Ae, @ AeJelAe, onto (xie,Ae, , 0). 
Then by a calculation we know ri induces yi E C, and since 
for i > 2, ACyi is completely reducible and isomorphic to a direct sum of 
copies of Ae, . 
On the other hand, let E be a B-endomorphism of M such that 
+el , yeI1 = [wel , el A. 
Then by (2) rc[xer , ye,] = [uerxe, , ueiye,], where ae, = & xjui, and 7 has 
the representation (1). Therefore, the map: 
Ae, 3 ae, w ( [xel , ye,] H [ae,xe, , ae, ye,]) E CE 
is a left A-isomorphism. 
Now, it is clear yi (i > 2) and E are idempotent of C and orthogonal to 
each other. If Ae,x,e, is properly contained in Ne, , we have 
xi E Ne,\Ae,xg, for j>2 
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and Ae+vae, n Aegje, = 0. Then (Ae,) ys n (Ae,) y$ = 0 because ueays = 
a’eay, implies ae,ys[xa , 0] = 0 and hence ae,ya = 0. So we have a decom- 
position of .C: 
Thus Hom,&C, JlIs) z MB @ Hom,(,Ae, , JV~) 0 ... and 
HomA&, , ,JKJ Z 0, 
for AAe, is isomorphic to a submodule of .M. Since A is right Artinian, right 
e,Ae,-modules e,Ae, and e,Ae, are both Artinian. Hence M is finitely gener- 
ated as right 3,-module whence as a right B-module. As B is a factor ring of 
NY? q:); adj E e,Aer}, B is right Artinian. Therefore, by Krull-Remak- 
Schnudt Theorem MB is not isomorphic to Horn&C, AMB). This implies 
that A is not left Fh . Hence ,Ne, must be simple. 
Also, if n > 2, then we have a similar contradiction. Therefore eaN, is 
simple. 
As a corollary, we obtain that for an Artinian basic left F,,-ring with N2 = 0, 
.fNe is simple provided f and e are orthogonal primitive idempotents such 
that fNe # 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a left Artinian left F,,-ring with N2 = 0. 
Then the so& of a primitive left ideal Ae is homogeneous. 
Proof. As the F,,-condition is Morita invariant by [12, Theorem 9.61, 
A may be assumed self-basic. Then 1 = x:-r e, where e,‘s are mutually 
orthogonal idempotents and Ae, z Ae, if and only if K = /\. Further we 
may suppose e = e, . Here N(l - e) is a two sided ideal for any primitive 
idempotent e, so by considering the factor ring A/N( 1 - e) we may suppose 
Ne, = 0 for a primitive idempotent e, except e. Now, if .Ne is not homo- 
geneous, there are distinct primitive idempotents e, and e,, in A such that 
e,,Ne # 0 and eMNe # 0. Then we have the following two cases: (1) e, or 
e, = e; (2) eNe = 0, and in both cases we will show that there exists a left 
A-module which is not of type Fh . 
Case 1. We may take as eA = e and e, # e and assume e,Ne E Ae, if 
e,Ne # 0 (eK # e) by Proposition 2.2. 
Put B = eAe, then B is a local ring with the radical eNe (= J, say). L = 
c K+,, e,Ne and eNe is B-submodules of Ae, , and Ae * J C eNe _CL, 
eNe . J = 0, so Ae/L and eNe become right B/]-modules. Now, for any 
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nonzero elements u E eNe, v E e,,Ne, we can define a B-homomorphism 
4 : Ae + Ae/L + eNe such that 4(v) = u since B/J is a division ring and 
v $L. Then 4 can be extended to a double centralizer @ of .M = 
Ae 0 AeWe 0 EKZA,U Ae,] by @(ae, x) = ($(ae), 0) for ae E Ae, 
x E Ae/eNe @ [xKZI\,W Ae,] = X (say). For this, it suffices to show that 
+(T(X, Ae)) = 0 and 4(Ae) C K(Ae, X). First, let f E Hom,(X, Ae) and 
f(e + eNe, 1 - e - e,) = ae with a E A, then 
e,ae = e,, f (e + eNe, 1 - e - e,) = 0 
and hence ae = C,“=, e,ae = C KflL e,ae EL. Since (e + eNe, 1 - e - e,) 
generates X, f (X) CL and so T(X, Ae) CL C Ker #. Next, for 
g E Hom,(Ae, X), g(eNe) = eN *g(e) C eNx = 0 
whence $(Ae) C eNe C K(Ae, x). 
If @ were induced by the left multiplication of a E A, a(v, 0) = @(v, 0) = 
(u, 0) and so av = u. However, since v E eWNe and u E eNe, 
u =eu =eaevEN2 =0 l.l 
which is a contradiction. Therefore aM is not balanced. 
On the other hand, we can show that M-dom dim .A 3 2. We define 
an A-homomorphism j : .A + .M as foollows: j(ae) = ue for ae E Ae, 
i(aeK) = ae, for ae, E Ae, provided e,Ne = 0 and if e,Ne # 0 with e, # e, 
taking 0 # e,x,e E eKNe, j(ue,) = ae,x,e + eNe E Ae/eNe for ae, E Ae, . 
Then j is a monomorphism and hence 
M/j(A) E Ae/Ne @ [t Ae,] C-t eNe @ [: Ael 
K K 
where CK* Ae, is a sum of Ae, with e,Ne # 0, we obtain an exact sequence: 
Od.AL,.M-.M. 
Hence by [ll, Theorem 5.11 or [15, Theorem 81, .M is not of type Fh . 
Cae 2. Similarly as in Case 1 we may assume .e,&e E AAe, if e,Ne # 0. 
In this case we consider .M = [@KZA,U Ae,] @ Ae/Ne. 
End,(Ae) g eAe is a division ring because of eNe = 0, so for nonzero 
elements u E ehNe, v E e,,Ne, we can define an eAe-endomorphism + of Ae 
in view of 4(u) = v and 4(x) = 0 with x E AeJueAe. Moreover + would be 
extended to a double centralizer @ of .M. To show this, putting .X = 
A( 1 - e - eh - e,J @ Ae/Ne, we prove (6( T(X, Ae)) = 0 and 
#(Ae) C K(Ae, X). 
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Since .X is semisimple, e,X = 0 and e,,X = 0, T(X, Ae) CCK+I\,LL e,Ne 
but e,Ne g ueAe if e, # e,, , so #(T(X, Ae)) = 0 by the definition of +. Next, 
for g E Hom,(Ae, X), g(Ne) = N. g(e) C N. X = 0 whence 
+(Ae) C veAe C Ne C K(Ae, X). 
Now, if @ were induced by a E A, a(u, 0) = @(u, 0) = (v, 0) and so au = 
v E e,Ne n e,Ne = 0 which is a contradiction. Hence M is not balanced. 
Similarly as in Case 1, it is shown M-dom dim .A 2 2. Define an A- 
homomorphism j : A -+ Mc2) by j(ue) = ue for ue E Ae, j(ueJ = u+ for 
ue, E Ae, if e,Ne = 0 and in case of eJVe # 0, taking 0 # x E e,Ne, j(ue,) = 
ue,x E e,Ne for ue, E Ae, . Then j is a monomorphism and since .Ne is 
square free by Proposition 2.2, 
Mf2)Ij(A) E (Ae/Ne)@) @ A(1 - e - e, - e,) @ [f AeK] C-+ M(s) 
K 
where CK* Ae, is a sum of Ae, with e,Ne # 0 (K # h, CL). Therefore we 
obtain an exact sequence: 
0 + aA -% ,M’2’ + .Mc3). 
The above shows M not to be of type Fh . This completes the proof. 
Now, we shall begin the proof of Theorem 2.1. We may assume N2 = 0, 
and 1 = Cl, eK with mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents eK . Let A 
be not local, then there exist distinct primitive idempotents eK , e, such that 
eKNeh # 0, and by Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 .Ae, is serial. Now, suppose 
eNe, # 0 for a primitive idempotent e,(# eJ. It is clear that the socle of 
eKAA is not homogeneous and by Proposition 2.2 A is not right Fh . Hence 
eKNew = 0 for all e, except e, . Renumbering the indices of primitive idem- 
potents, we can put e, = e, , eh = a e and further repeating similar processes 
as above we arrive finally at the following two cases: 
(1) e,Ne, f 0, e,Ne, # O,..., eJVe,+, # 0 and e7+iN = 0; 
(2) e,Ne, # 0, e,Ne, # O,..., e,Ne,+, # 0 and eVilNel # 0. 
In both cases {Ae, , Ae, ,..., Ae,,,} form a block and Ae, ,..., Aer+l are serial. 
Moreover , AAe, is simple in Case (1) and Ne, E Ae,+,/Ne,+I in Case (2). 
Therefore A is left serial. Similarly we know A to be right serial. 
Since the F,-condition is Morita invariant, we have immediately 
THEOREM 2.4. An Artiniun left and right F,-ring is Moritu equivalent to a 
direct sum of local rings and serial rings. 
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Now we will give a left F,-ring which is not right Fh . Let A be the sub- 
algebra of the full matrix ring (K)4 over a field K such that elements: er = 
cl1 + cz2 + c, , e2 = c33 , cgl and cm form a K-basis. The algebra A is of 
SRCRT in the sense of [16] and the totality of nonisomorphic indecom- 
posable left A-module is 
AellNel , Ae21Ne2 ,Ae, , Ae, and (e,A)* = Hom,(e,A, K) 
where N means the radical of A, and minimal faithful left A-modules are 
..,A = Ae, @ Ae, and @A *. 
Since Ae, @ Ae, is a generator, each faithful left A-module containing 
Ae, @ Ae, as a direct summand is of type F, . As for a faithful left A-module 
M having (e,A)* as a direct summand, if M contains Ae,/Ne, as a summand, 
then M is again of type Fh since (elA)* @ Ae,lNe, is an injective cogenerator. 
On the other hand, (e,A)* cogenerates Ae,/Ne, and Ae, , i = 1, 2. Hence, 
even if M has only them as its summands, by Lemma 1.1, M is of type Fh . 
Further N2 = 0 and proper factor rings are simple or serial. Therefore A is 
left Fh . It is obvious that A is neither local nor right serial. Thus it follows 
by Theorem 2.4 that A is not right Fh . 
3. SERIAL Fh-RINGS 
In Section 1 we proved that serial rings with square-zero radicals are Fh . 
In this section we will determine the structure of serial F&-rings. (Here 
F,-rings mean left and right F,-rings). For this we need the following pro- 
positions. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A be a left serial left F,-ring with N2 = 0, and 
e, , e,, and e, mutually nonisomorphic primitive idempotents. Then either 
e,Ne, = 0 or e,,Ne, = 0. 
Proof. We may assume A is basic and e, , e, , e, appear in 1 = & e, 
(e,‘s are orthogonal primitive idempotents). In this case CrZlr,v Ne, is a 
two sided ideal of A. Hence, by considering the factor ring A/(&u,Y Ne,), 
we can suppose Ne, = 0 for K # TV, v. Then e,Ae, = 0 if K # p and e,Ae, = 0 
provided K # v. 
Now assume e,Ne, # 0 and e,Ne, # 0. If we put Ml = Ae, , M, = 
c KzA,rr Ae, and M3 = A4Ney, 
Hom,(M, , MJ = 0 (i = 2, 3) and Hom,(M, , Mr) = 0 (i = 2,3). 
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So according to [l, Lemma 111, if we define an additive homomorphism OL 
of M = MI @ M, @ M3 into itself in terms of 
4% > 372 , x3) = (WI ,a 0) for xi~ Mi, 
(Y is a double centralizer of AM. On the other hand, M-dom dim AA > 2 
because Ae, E Ne, . Therefore .M is balanced, and so 01 is induced by the 
left multiplication of an element a in A. By the definition of OL, 
ax = e,x for any x E Ae, and a . M, = 0. 
Especially, putting x = e, , we have ae, = 0 and also since Ae, E Ne, and 
aAe, C aM, = 0, ae, = 0. Moreover as aM2 = 0, 
a = ae, + ae, + C ae, = 0. 
K#A.U 
However, since e,,Ne,, # 0, there is a nonzero element ehxe, E e,Ne,, whence 
a(e,xeu , 0,O) = (e,xe, , 0,O) # 0. 
This is a contradiction which completes the proof. 
Here we note that a module is called serial if the lattice of submodules with 
respect to the inclusion is linearly ordered and that further uniserial provided 
that it is serial and all its composition factors are isomorphic. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A be a left serial left F,,-ring. Then, if Ae is a primitive 
left ideal whose composition length is more than or equal to three, .Ae is uniserial. 
Proof. Since A is left serial, it suffices to show Ae/Ne z NelNae under 
assuming A to be basic. To begin with, we prove Ne/N2e s N2elN3e and so 
we assume N3 = 0. Let NelN2e g AeJNe, and N2e e AeJNe, for primitive 
idempotents eA , e, and e, e, , LL e appear in a decomposition into primitive 
idempotents: 1 = & eK . Suppose e, # e, , then eA # e and so we have two 
cases: (1) e, = e; (2) e,, # e. Since N3 = 0, taking the factor ring by the 
two sided ideal N2(1 - e), we can assume N2e, = 0 for e,( # e). Then by 
Proposition 3.1 e,Ae, = 0 if e, # e, eA . 
Case 1. If we put .U = A(1 - e,) and ,M = U @ Ae,/Ne, , U-dom 
dim AA > 2 in terms of Ae, z Ne and Ae/Ne g N2e. Therefore, .M being 
of type Fh , AU generates or cogenerates Ae,/Ne, by [17, Proposition 21. 
However this is impossible since Hom,(U, AeJNe,) = 0 and 
Hom,(Ae,/Ne, , U) = 0. 
Case 2. Let A U = A(1 - eA) @ AelNe and AM = U @ AeJNe, , then 
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U-dom dim .A > 2 because of Ae, E Ne. Hence as .M is of type Fh , AU 
generates or cogenerates Ae,,/NeA again by [17]. However this is also 
impossible since Hom,(U, Ae,/Ne,) = 0 and Hom,(Ae,/Ne, , U) = 0. 
Therefore .Ne is uniserial. Next we show Ae/Ne z Ne/N2e. In this case, 
we may also consider N3 = 0 and N2(1 - e) = 0. Suppose Ae/Ne is not 
isomorphic to Ne/N2e and let Ne/N*e g Af/Nf with a primitive idempotent f
different to e. Then, since End (,Ae) E eAe is a division ring from the above, 
for nonzero element u E N2e and v E Ne\N’e, we can define an eAe-endo- 
morphism 4 of Ae in view of $(u) = v. Then 4 is extendable to a double 
centralizer @ of .M = Ae @ Ae/Ne @ A( 1 - e - f) by 
@(x, y 4 = (4(4, a0) for xEAe,yEAe/Ne,zEA(l -e-f). 
For this, it is enough to show 
+(T(Ae/Ne @ A(1 - e - f), Ae)) = 0 
and o * eAe C K(Ae, Ae/Ne @ A(1 - e - f)). 
The former is clear from the fact that Hom,(Ae/Ne, Ae) = 0 and 
Hom,(A( 1 -e-f),Ae) =0 
because of (1 - e - f) Ae = 0. The latter follows v * eAe C Ne and 
Ne C K(Ae, Ae/Ne) n K(Ae, A(1 - e -f)). 
Further, Af = Ne, so M-dom dim .A > 2. Hence .M is balanced and 
@ is induced by an element a in A. However, in this case v = au E N2e and 
hence this contradicts the choice of v. This contradiction is caused by the 
assumption f # e, so this completes the proof. 
The next is the final step to main theorem in this section. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be an indecomposable serial F&-ring. Then A is 
uniserial provided N2 # 0. 
Proqf. If N2 # 0, there is a primitive left ideal Ae with N2e # 0 which is 
uniserial in view of Proposition 3.2. Since A is indecomposable, it suffices to 
show eA(1 - e) = 0 assuming A to be self-basic. As eN2e # 0 by Proposi- 
tion 3.2, eN2 # 0. Hence if we apply Proposition 3.2 for right primitive ideal 
eA, eA, is uniserial. Therefore eA(l - e) = 0. 
Now we obtain the main theorem in this section. 
THEOREM 3.4. The necessary and sujicient condition for an indecomposable 
serial ring A to be Fh is either (1) A is uniserial or (2) N2 = 0. 
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Proof. Necessity: If N2 # 0, A is uniserial by Proposition 3.3. 
Sufficiency: If A is uniserial, each factor ring of A is quasi-Frobenius and 
hence A is Fh . In case of (2), A is also Fh by Theorem 1.2. 
4. I~~-ALGEBRAS OVER ALGEBRAICALLY CLOSED FIELDS 
Throughout this section we assume that A is a finite dimensional algebra 
over a field K and K is algebraically closed. 
In a preceding paper [17] we proved that such a local algebra is left F,, if 
and only if it is uniserial. Thus, by Theorems 2.4 and 3.4, we have imme- 
diately. 
THEOREM 4.1. In order that an algebra A over an algebraically closed jeld 
is Fh it is necessary and suficient that A is Morita equivalent to a direct sum of 
rings each of which is either a uniserial ring or a serial ring with square-zero 
radical. 
From our proof we know that if N2 # 0, F,-algebra is uniserial. As was 
quoted in the introduction this is similar to balanced rings. We don’t know 
whether this fact is also valid for algebras whose base field is not algebraically 
closed. 
However this cannot be expected for one sided F,-algebras. So we will 
turn our attention to left F,-algebras. The result [17, Theorem 31 cited above, 
Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 imply the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be a left F,-algebra which is indecomposable and 
self-basic. Then 
(1) If eNe = 0 for every primitive idempotent e, N2 = 0 and A is serial. 
(2) If de # 0 f or some primitive idempotent e, then N*(l - e) = 0, 
.Ae is uniserial and every indecomposable left A-module is colocal. 
Proof. (1) Wh en eNe = 0 for every primitive idempotent e, it follows 
by Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 that A is left serial. Hence by Proposition 3.2 
N2e = 0 for all primitive idempotents, so N2 = 0. Furthermore, again by 
Propositions 2.1 and 3.1, eN, is simple for any primitive idempotent e. 
Therefore A is serial. 
(2) By Proposition 2.2, Ne/N2e is homogeneous. If eNe C N2e, Ne/N2e is 
simple by Proposition 2.1. On the other hand, if eNe $ Nae, Ne/N*e is again 
simple by [17, Lemma l] since K is algebraically closed. So A is left serial. 
Hence by Proposition 3.2 .Ae is uniserial in case of N2e # 0, and .Ae is 
clearly uniserial provided N2e = 0. Given any primitive idempotent f 
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except e, since A is indecomposable, there exists a sequence (e, ,..., e,> of 
primitive idempotents with e, = e, e, = f such that for each i Aei and Aei+l 
have a composition factor in common. (See [7, p. 741.) Here we may take (e,} 
as ei # e,+r for each i. Then Ae, has a composition factor isomorphic to 
AG% , so 0 # e,Ae, _C e,Ne, . Hence, by Proposition 3.2, Nee, = 0 and 
Ne, E Ae,/lVe, . In this case e,Nea _C N2e, from Proposition 3.1 and so 
e,Nes = 0 by Proposition 3.2. Therefore in order that Ae, and Ae, have a 
composition factor in common, 0 # e,Ae, C e,Ne, whence N2e, = 0 and 
Ne, z Ae,/Ne, . Continuing similar processes, we obtain N2e, = Nsf = 0. 
Hence N2(1 - e) = 0. It follows Proposition 3.1 and [16, Introduction] 
that A is of SRCRT. 
Since A is an algebra over a field K, by taking K-dual we know that every 
finitely generated indecomposable left A-module is colocal and hence all left 
indecomposables are colocal by [14, Corollary 4.41. 
Now we state the second main theorem in this section. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be an indecomposable, self-basic algebra. Then the 
necessary and su@‘ent condition for A to be left Fh is either 
(1) A is a serial ring with N2 = 0; or 
(2) A is left serial and has the decomposition: A = xyC1 Aei into its 
primitive left ideals such that aAel is uniserial and AeJNei g Nei+l fw 
i = 1, 2,..., n provided n > 2. 
To prove this theorem, it is enough to show only that (2) is sufficient 
because the necessity has been already proved in Proposition 4.2 and further 
the sufficiency of (1) has proved in Theorem 1.2. 
In order to prove the sufficiency of (2), we need the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A be an arbitrary ring and M a left A-module to which 
.A is monomorphic. Suppose the following condition is satisfied: 
(*) For any A-s&module X of M containing j(A), every A-homomorphism 
of X to M is extendable to an A-endomorphism of M where j is a monomorphism 
of A into M. Then .M is of type Ffi . 
Proof, In (*), putting X = .A, we obtain M = j(l)B where B = 
End(, Next if we define a map 0 from C (the double centralizer of AM) to 
M by e(c) = cj( 1) for any c E C, 0 is an A-monomorphism. In fact, if e(c) = 0, 
then cj( 1) = 0 and so 0 = (cj(l))B = c( j(l)B) = CM. Hence c = 0 since 
C operates M faithfully. Thus taking X = .C’ in (*), for any f E Hom,(C, M) 
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there exists ,?I E B such that f(c) = tY(c)p for c E C. Then if we put m = f(l), 
from 8 IA = j, 
f(c) = e(c)9 = (cj(l))fl = c(j( 1)/3) = c(e(l)fl) = cf(1) = cm 
for any c E C and so “M is of type Fh . 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Any factor ring of A is also the direct sum of rings 
possessing the same structure as A and serial ring with square-zero radical, 
so it is sufficient to show that faithful left A-module is of type F,, . 
Since A is an algebra of SRCRT, every finitely generated indecomposable 
left A-module is monomorphic to an injective indecomposable left A-module 
and hence A is of finite representation type in the sense of [14]. Therefore 
by [14] and [16] the totality of nonisomorphic left indecomposables is 
! 
L = (Ae, @ AeJD, (D = {(xeI , -Qe,)) E Ae, @ Ae, ; xe, s Soc(Ae,)}), 
(*) L, =jl(NkeI) +j,(Ae,), NkeI(k = l,..., 1 - 2), 
Aei and Aei/Nei (i = l,..., a) 
where B is an isomorphism of Soc(Ae,) onto Soc(Ae,), jr(resp. js) is the 
canonical injection of Ae,(resp. Ae,) into L and 1 is the composition length 
of Ae, . Here we note that L is injective and Ae,(i > 3) are projective, 
injective. Then every minimal faithful left module is isomorphic to one of 
for k = 1 ,..., 1 - 2. Then, since A W is finitely cogenerating injective, A W is 
of type F,, by [lo, Theorem 2.31. Furthermore, if 
n > 3, Llj,(Ae,) G Ae,/Ne, s Nes and Llj,(Ae,) s AeI/Nz-le, g Ne, . 
so 
Lc2)/[ j&%) + j2(Ae2>l sz Ne, 0 Ne, c-+ W 
and we obtain the exact sequence: 
0 -+ AA -% AW(2) -+ AW’2’ , 
that is W-dom dim AA > 2 and hence A W is balanced. 
Next, for arbitrary n > 0 we shall show that AUk is balanced. AA can be 
embedded into U, by a monomorphism j : .A -+ AUk such that 
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Then, for any A-submodule X of U, containingj(A) and for any A-homo- 
morphism 4 of X to U, , there is an A-homomorphism @ of U, to 
E = Lt2) @ @ Ae, [ 1 
i>3 
such that @ jx = C$ since AE is an injective module which contains U, as a 
submodule. As a matter of fact, one can see Im @ C U, . For, U, 3 $( j( I)) = 
@(j(l)) = Cy=, @(j(eJ), so @(j(eJ) E U, (1 < i < n) because ei’s are ortho- 
gonal idempotents. Now, asj(e,) = jr(e,) andj(ea) = j,(e,), jl(Ae,), jz(Ae,) and 
oia3 Ae, are mapped into U, under CD. It follows 
@W = @(jlWel) +i&%>) = @MN%)) + W2W2N c uk 
and so @(U,) C U, , i.e., @ is an A-endomorphism of U, . Hence, by Lemma 
4.4, A U, is of type Fh . Moreover Ae, is embedded in L, by j, and 
L!i2(Ae2) = jdN%)/C.W%) cW41 
s jl(Nkel)/jl(Nz-lel) 
s Nk+lel ,
so we obtain Uk-dom dim .A 3 2. Therefore AUk is balanced. 
The above shows that every minimal faithful left A-module is balanced 
provided n > 3, and further, from (*) each minimal faithful left module either 
generates or cogenerates any left indecomposables. Thus, by [9, Theorem 1.21 
and [3, Proposition I], A is left QF-I for n > 3. 
In the following we assume n = 2. As we saw above, if a faithful left 
module .M has .A or .U, as a direct summand, .M is balanced. So it 
suffices to show that AM is of type Fh provided M contains a submodule 
isomorphic to W. 
Suppose that Ae,lNe, is a direct summand of M, then since W @ Ae,/Ne, 
is an injective cogenerator, AM is of type Fh by Lemma 1.1. Also W 
cogenerates all left indecomposables except Ae,/Ne, , so again by Lemma 1.1 
.M is of type Fh even if Ae,/Ne, does not appear in M. This completes the 
proof. 
From the proof above, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Assume A is an algebra over a field (not necessarily alge- 
braically closed) having the structure of Theorem 4.3, (2). Then A is QF-I 
provided n > 3. 
Now, we obtain the following complete characterization of left F,-algebras 
over an algebraically closed field. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let A be an algebra over an algebraically closedjeld. Then A 
is left Fh if and only if A is the direct sum of a serial ring with square-zero radical 
and$nitely many rings Morita equivalent o ones of the form (2) in Theorem 4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.7. For an algebra A over an algebraically closed Jield, A is 
left Fh if and only ;f every jnitely generated left A-module is of type Fh . 
Remark. In [5, Corollary 4.71 Fuller proved that if A is an indecom- 
posable serial QF-I algebra and if the exponent of N is larger than the 
number of nonisomorphic primitive left ideals of A, then A is quasi- 
Frobenius. However his result does not hold for one sided serial algebras. 
In fact, Corollary 4.5 above insures us that left serial algebras having the 
structure stated in Theorem 4.3, (2) are QF-1 provided the number of 
nonisomorphic primitive left ideals equal to 3. We can choose among such 
rings a left serial QF-1 algebra with exponent larger than given positive 
integer. It seems to us that we have never seen QF-1 algebras of such type 
in the literature. 
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